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01 Function- Eyes ask questions and the senses provide the answers. After all, 
good design is perceptible via shapes and functions. Quality is what enables it to 
be experienced the elegant surfaces, the way the drawers glide noiselessly and 
weightlessly, the high-quality folding handles and the characteristic conical feet. All 
of these are finished using a harmonious selection of materials resulting in an item 
of furniture whose lasting value is convincing. A perfect interplay of materials down 
to the last detail and created for maximum requirements. This is what distinguishes 
Menos and the fact that the design is just as timeless as the quality.



Function- Why don’t you just live the way you want to. Menos is the answer to 
the challenges of modern life. Living areas are not sectioned off, but rather they 
merge into each other. The multifunctional concept provides you with the freedom 
to use living areas more effectively and more creatively, too. With innumerable 
combinations, use Menos to create new designs over and over again: closed and 
open elements, drawers, shelves and containers always adapted to your respective 
requirements. Whether in living, sleeping or dining areas, Menos creates rooms 
and defines the harmonious unity of living in general. A feeling of feeling at home.
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03 Live life to the fullest. Dis cussions, guests, pleasure here and now. Putting 
nothing off until later. Living spontaneously. Menos creates an am bience which is 
inviting and a classic and  stylish design conceals an inner life: cabinet with folding 
doors and multifunctional arrangement of drawers on glass panels; folding doors 
are recommended for open, space-saving use. Alternatively, a cabinet with double 
doors, as on the right. Matching table with integrated drawers. Shelf with open 
and closed elements.



You’ve heard it a hundred times, swallowed every word, mulled it all over. 
Memories are momentary, a mere mosaic of life as a whole. If you do not wish 
to simply lock away everything that is dear to you, Menos offers lots of space. 
Design your life in the form of an open panel element. Coordinated with the rear 
panel, shelves can be arranged infinitely beside each other. Add to this glass-
fronted elements with solid wooden frames which can be folded upwards and 
locked into place and the panel which can be flexibly extended by add-on elements.
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05 Space is open and transparent. There are no borders, replaced instead by 
flowing and harmonious transitions and the feeling of having already arrived 
before you’ve entered the room.

In its capacity as a multifunctional living concept, Menos permits more open 
room design. Furniture is coordinated and complies with individual requirements 
as they change. Without compromising the unity of living, panel shelf with drawer 
elements, high board and table in the background.



Make it obvious just how much you enjoy combining objects with each other. 
Communicated by the centered vertical pole and shelves freely suspended. Panel 
board with base cupboards as feet. The pull-out drawers are spacious and open 
easily. Two heights and widths for each panel permit individual variations.
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07 Living using all of your senses in a prac tical, aesthetic and stylish manner. 
Menos arranges elements individually to transform them into a homogeneous 
residential landscape. Variety becomes unity which has an equally relaxed and 
expressive effect. Combination of half-height panels with base cupboards and 
shelf construction combined with the 4-door cupboard. Particular feature: TV 
swivel table on castors with special video compartment and a coffee table with 
crystal glass panel and large drawer element.



Elegance exudes confident discretion and it’s nice to find it in an appropriate 
atmosphere where utensils are stored subtly. The Menos sideboard.
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09 The magic of light caught in the clarity of shape. The new horizon blue hue 
transforms Menos into a sculpture of light, depending on which, the color varies 
between airily fresh blue and an understated yet elegant grey. Series of base 
cupboards, some extended with flush panel, others free-standing, with high 
board and coffee table with crystal glass panel. Sky blue.



A lesson in harmony of form and color. Menos and corn yellow. A perfect 
synthesis, an expres sion of a warm and bright living atmosphere combin ing the 
clarity of design with a hint of color. High board, table and wall comprising base 
cup boards with panel and rows of shelves, linked to become a library.
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11 Beauty becomes apparent when given plenty of space. Make those special 
moments last and experience the pleasure a table can bring: with quality, style 
and drawer compartments. Frame and panel in maple; elegant and with a quality 
finish of excellent craftsmanship.



Contemporary symmetry. A sideboard interpreted in the Menos style. Trends 
come and go whereas style stays forever. Combination of wall panel with 
projecting ledge as a mount and cupboards, glass-fronted cabinets, shelf and 
table in front.
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13 When the art of purism emphasizes a feeling of well-being, it has to be 
something really special. Vary the rooms avail able and design your own versatile 
and accentuated order. Cupboards, cabinets, high boards, sideboards. Precise 
functionality, a perfect balance for any application and the proverbial “less is more”.



Matte lacquer- 
Lacquer I-

Velvet lacquer- 
Lacquer II-

_white

_black

_quartz

_pebble grey

_light blue

_plum blue

Glass-

_caviar

_maize yellow

_carmine red

_wild rose red

_barolo

_ocean blue

_caviar

_carmine red

_wild rose red

_barolo

_plum rose

_white

_wild rose red

_barolo

_ocean blue

notice- Color discrepancies are possible for lacquer, glass and wood finishes

Wood-

_maple

Glass I-
_crystal glass

Glass II-
_matte glass

High polish- 
Lacquer III-
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15

Chest- 

front of sixteen squares 

providing four small and six 

large drawers

Width-
47 1/4” [120,0 cm]

Height-
45 3/8” [115,2 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” [44,0 cm]

Chest-
with four doors and

four fitted shelves 

Width-
47 1/4” [120,0 cm]

Height-
45 3/8” [115,2 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” [44,0 cm]

Chest- 

front of nine squares 

providing three small 

and two large drawers 

Width-
35 11/16” [90,5 cm]

Height-
34 3/8” [87,2 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” [44,0 cm]

Chest- 

with two low and one 

high drawers

Width-
47 1/4” [120,0 cm]

Height-
29” [ 73,6 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” [44,0 cm]

Chest- 

with four low and 

one high drawers

Width-
17 3/8” 
[44,0 cm]

Height-
45 3/8” 
[115,2 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” 
[44,0 cm]

Sideboard- 

with doors and two fitted shelves

Width-
63” [160,0 cm]

Height-
29” [ 73,6 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” [44,0 cm]

Sideboard- 

with two low drawers, one high drawer,

two doors and two fitted shelves

Width-
94 1/2” [240,0 cm]

Height-
29” [73,6 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” [44,0 cm]

U-shaped rack-
to fix on the wall 

 

Width-
63” 
[160,0 cm]

Height-
12 5/8” 
[32,0 cm]

Depth-
10 3/4” 
[27,2 cm]

Element with clap-

board-  

to fix on the wall 

 

Width-
63” 
[160,0 cm]

Height-
12 5/8” 
[32,0 cm]

Depth-
10 3/4” 
[27,2 cm]

Sub-base chest- 

with two drawers

Width-
63” 
[160,0 cm]

Height-
12 5/8” 
[32,0 cm]

Depth-
21 11/16” 
[55,0 cm] 



Dining table- 

with six drawers

Width-
35 7/16” [90,0 cm]

Height-
adjustable from 29 3/8” - 30 3/8” [74.5-77 cm]

Length-
74 13/16” [190,0 cm] 

Dining table- 

with eight drawers

Width-
35 7/16” [90,0 cm]

Height-
adjustable from 29 3/8” - 30 3/8” [74,5-77 cm]

Length-
97 11/16” [248,0 cm]

Wall paneling-  

two panels 41 3/4” [106 cm], panel column, two 

fitted shelves 63” [160 cm], two glass cabinets, 

sub-base chest 63” [160 cm]  

Width-
83 1/2” [212,0 cm]

Height-
85 3/4” [217,7 cm]

Depth-
22 7/8” [58,0 cm] 

Wall paneling- 

two panels 41 3/4” [106 cm], panel column, 

three fitted shelves 63” [160 cm], sub-base 

chest 63” [160 cm]   

Width-
83 1/2” [212,0 cm]

Height-
41 3/4” [106 cm]

Depth-
22 7/8” [58,0 cm] 

Wall paneling- 

with three fitted shelves and panel 

column

Sub-base chest- 

with two drawers

Width-
63” [160 cm]

Height-
wall paneling 31 1/2” [80,0 cm]

sub-base chest 12 5/8” [32,0 cm]

Depth-
21 11/16” [55,0 cm]

Coffee table- 

with inserted glass plate

and two drawers

Width-
47 1/4” [120,0 cm] and 
39 3/8” [100,0 cm]  

Depth-
47 1/4” [120,0 cm] and 
39 3/8” [100,0 cm]
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Cabinet-
with two folding or 

revolving-doors, internal 

arrangement with four 

lacquered shelves or 

glass shelves

Width-
35 11/16” [90,5 cm]

Height-
71 7/8” [182,5 cm]

Depth-
17 3/8” [44,0 cm]

TV swivel table-
with rolls to fix on the sub-bare chest, left or right position,

Video compartment available on request

Width-
43 5/16” [110,0 cm]

Height-
15 3/4” [40,0 cm]

Depth-
17 3/4” [45,0 cm]

Two sub-base chest- 

with two drawers

Width-
63” [160,0 cm]

Height-
12 5/8” [32,0 cm]

Depth-
21 11/16” [55,0 cm] 

Wall paneling-
two panels 31 1/2” [80,0 cm], panel 

column

four fitted shelves 63” [160 cm], 

sub-base chest 63” [160 cm]

Width-
63” [160,0 cm]

Height-
85 3/4” [217,7 cm]

Depth-
22 7/8” [58,0 cm]

Connecting element- 

three panels with back panel between two chests

Internal dimension on the left- 28 9/16” [72,40 cm]

Internal dimension on the right- 17 3/4” [45,0 cm]

Width-
47 1/4” [120,0 cm]

Height-
22 1/4” [56,4 cm]

Depth-
16 3/4” [42,5 cm] 


